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What We Are Facing
There are over 1 million species living in the ocean, and scientists
believe there are over 9 million we haven’t discovered yet.
Unfortunately, 2,270 species are endangered or threatened by the
ESA. It’s important to help protect these species because they play a
big part in the complex system of life. The ocean is vital in its
beautifully intricate and fight to protect and conserve it for the
future generations. Without a stable ocean other species, including
our own, cannot thrive.
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The DISCONNECT
By Vanessa Villanueva
The distancing
it’s blatant yet subtle
we blindly embrace the new construction
They call it improvements to society
while they cut down the beautiful trees
suppliers of oxygen
Providers of life
They see it as just another opportunity cost
but what is the significance of the opportunity being missed?

we advance technologically
but digress emotionally and physically
Our cities are mostly barren of life
We wander about our domestic routines
following cement trails that do nothing to inspire
We have no connection to these buildings
and only memories of relaxing in the old park
under the trees that seemed so giant
the ones with which we found peace and shelter
We constantly crave a change of scenery
Dream of vacationing far away where it’s beautiful
the beach, the mountains, the fields
so why have we rid our homes of these features?
When will we learn that
We cannot get rid of nature
Such an ingrained part of our beings
And expect to be fine
~~~~~~~~~~~~

What We Have Done
Humans have affected the ecosystems in the ocean negatively due to
our activities, like fishing and pollution. By overfishing we greatly
disrupt the food chain, sometimes even inhibiting the survival of
species in an area. The interconnectivity of the ecosystems require a
balance of predators, prey, and resources meaning that by causing
instability in one aspect we see repercussions in other areas.
Humans also dump trash, chemicals, oil and other nasty things into

the ocean that harms habitats which make them hazardous for
wildlife too. These pollutants find their ways into the ocean not only
because of careless beach dwellers, as a byproduct of boats, or
substance spills on behalf of companies but also via our drainage
system, especially occurring when it rains.
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Deeper than the Ocean
By Roxana Lopez
I am vast and deep
I wonder how much more I can take
I hear oil spills
See the oil spills suffocating marine life to death
I wish water and air weren’t global garbage cans
I am the ocean
I am robust yet am fragilely balanced
I feel the inner spaces of force
Polluted by microplastics as they head toward areas like the Pacific Garbage
Patch
I worry a solution will be hard to find
Hurting when people don’t realize the immense damage being done to me
The impact ocean pollution has on the environment as a whole
I am the ocean
I understand that there may be a solution
I say “save me, the marine life, and the population”

Dreaming that this will no longer harm us on a global scale
I try to remain patient
I hope to be the ocean I once was again
I am the vast and deep ocean
~~~~~~~~~~~~
Ocean Pollution
By Isaac Arias
Let’s visualize something here. You and your friends are taking a trip to
the beach. You were looking forward to this day for a long time. The beach is
shut down, due to unsanitary contaminations filling the shore. What caused this
garbage to get washed up on shore? What caused this beach closure? What
caused this eutrophication? Two words- ocean pollution. So what’s the solution
to this pollution, which causes an intrusion to our coastal habitats and
beaches? It’s simple. Stricter government regulations on industry and
manufacturing, implementing renewable energy sources, organic farming and
eco-friendly pesticide use, recycling etc. It’s almost impossible to stop mass
pollution like ocean pollution, but simply putting in effort to stop it will save
lives. Robert Wyland expresses a quote - “The ocean stirs the heart, inspires
imagination and brings eternal joy to the soul.” Families, children, etc. love the
ocean. In general, humans love the ocean, yet we are the ones contaminating it?
The ocean is a mighty harmonist. The ocean is a reflection of our mortality. It’s
beautiful, wild, free and mysterious.
What causes ocean pollution you ask? It’s mainly caused by industrial and
domestic activities, which consists of substances such as oil spills, sewage,
factory-waste disposals, cigarettes, etc. Direct dumping, rivers, and drains are
where all the pollution comes from. Pollution affects the ocean, by spreading

harmful substances in the ocean, such as oil, plastic, waste, and chemicals. This
is known as marine pollution. This pollution inflicts poison onto our oceans,
which leads to disease. Conserve-energy-future.com provides insight about
ocean pollution. Pollution (not only in the ocean) affects more than 100 million
people worldwide. 14 billion pounds of garbage is dumped into the ocean every
year; plastic being the major source. The Mississippi River dumps 1.5 million
metric tonnes of nitrogen pollution in the Gulf of Mexico every year. Every year
around one trillion gallons of untreated sewage and industrial waste is dumped
in the U.S water. Major oil spills (gulf of Mexico), are the worst type of
pollution, because these oil spills spread everywhere else. I can go on and on,
but the list is exceedingly long.
Ocean pollution is not fair to all who are concerned. It is not fair to the
people who want to enjoy the beach, but can’t due to the unsanitary water. It’s
not fair to the people who do go to the beach, not realizing the danger of the
ocean; hence getting diseases like hepatitis (caused by red waste), pink-eye,
MRSA, etc. According to desertnews.com, over 2,400 swimming advisories, and
beaches were closed due to pollution. Heavy rain causes a sewage overflow,
which causes beach closures. Over 1,300 of these closures were in California.
This isn’t fair to the restaurant or store owners near the beach. These
restaurant/store owners depend on people at the beach to buy their
merchandise, food etc. These beach closures make them lose business, and lose
everything they have. Obviously, this is unfortunate and unfair. Over 1 million
seabirds and 100,000 sea mammals are killed by pollution every year.
Takepart.com provides the insight on how over 44,000 sea animals were
harmed due to ocean pollution. This is unfair to these animals, who can’t even
live in their natural habitat in peace. Over 90% of sea animals are exposed to
unsanitary debris, plastic, waste, etc. Over 44,000 sea animals (395 different
species), bit or ate plastic waste, or had been exposed to unsanitary chemical

substances. 80% of the time, these animals died. What a shame, that these
animals can’t even live in their homes.
Putting a stop or at least a limit to ocean pollution will build goodwill
and better friendships. Obviously, going to the beach with your friends or family
will cause a bond, and happy time. This cannot happen without a healthy beach.
Beach shop owners will be satisfied with their business profits, if the beach
located by their shop is clean. Animals lovers, and photographers will be
joyous, knowing that our beloved sea creatures are safe. Reducing ocean
pollution will save lives of animals and humans. If there is a solution to ocean
pollution (which there is), why not reduce it? One big question is if reducing ocean
pollution will be beneficial to all who are concerned. Yes, it will be beneficial to
the animals, whom won’t be affected as much if ocean pollution is reduced. Shop
owners near the beach will be benefitted by making more money for their
business. Humans will simply be benefitted by being healthy and not catching a
disease. Reducing ocean pollution will benefit all who are concerned, and there’s
no doubt about it. This benefits our nation’s environmentalists, and reducing
ocean pollution also means reducing waste. Reducing ocean pollution benefits
our beaches by concentrating our water. Stopping this mass pollution won’t be
easy, so you must play a role in protecting our beaches. Recycle plastic bags to
prevent animals being tangled up on them, avoid eating too much unsustainable
seafood, don’t buy jewelry made from marine life (shells, coals), donate to
organizations (Blue Ocean Society, Green Peace are some examples), that
protect ocean life. These are some ways we can all prevent or reduce ocean
pollution. Ocean pollution affects our beautiful beaches, so putting a limit to
ocean pollution will benefit the world in a positive aspect.
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The Ocean is Irreplaceably Vital

The ocean holds the largest ecosystems on Earth and they hold
many species too. They are not only important to the wildlife that
live in them but they are vital to human survival as well. They
produce more than half of oxygen in the atmosphere and they
absorb much of the carbon dioxide from it. With these kind of
statistics, it is hard to create a scenario where our world could
thrive without the existence of a viable ocean.
~~~~~~~~~~~~
It all Matters
By Richard Oluyole
young Man - Sir I apologize for spying but it’s just that , this machine ………
Train Guy - Yes your interest is warranted young man , this train is a

masterpiece . A marveling work of human ingenuity and determination , at times
even I am mesmerized by it as well
Young Man - How can something so powerful so ……. Be born from the very
earth I stand on ?

Oil Guy - Made not only of steel but powered by one very powerful component
,black gold
Young Man - How much of it is there ? Where is it found ? Is there a price to pay
for the power it has granted humanity ?
Oil guy - You’re old enough to know , don’t be silly . Nature was given to us by
God for us to have dominion over it and to use it as we see fit .The only price to
pay is in the market . Innovation and progress never hurt anyone and will
propel humanity to such great heights I’m giddy with excitement at such a
fascinating prospect

Maybe now and then sacrifices will be made but people like my (points to the
train guy) friend will keep making money , humanity will get stronger and even
ordinary people like you will have a bright future . Everyone wins , right ?
Young Man - Sounds too easy but …….
Young Man - I suppose you’re right ?

Oil guy - Besides oil and other things have helped us too much to turn back now
and the Earth can handle it , millions of years and it has withstood disasters
of all proportions - a little burning of oil and manufacturing of plastics
wouldn’t so much as leave a scratch on it , including all the other forms of

progress we’re making

Train Guy - We’re just a small part of the earth , what effect could we ever
really have ?
(Oil and Train guy burst into a chuckle of blissful ignorance and total
disregard )
Young Man - I guess so , haha - take care sir
<<70 years later -When the young man isn’t quite young anymore>>
Grandson - Grandfather but what is the purpose of the story ? It seemed sort
of boring and besides you have since learned about protecting the environment
…..

Old Man - the purpose was that I realized it late into my life , like most people
I grew up with . There is such a thing as too late and now the world is on the
path to self destruction guided by lies , greed , politics and plain bad decision
making
With my career as a Marine Biologist I helped so many in the world only to
realize it doesn’t matter if there isn’t a home for humanity or any living thing
for that matter.

Even if your generation proves to be wise what is done is done and reversing it
won’t be easy , the precedents of hurting the environment is set and never
before has all of humanity commonly contributed for a collective future in such
a large way
My creed was to leave the world better than I found it and now when I am here
old and spent I wonder if I did , I was taught I knew but I ignored the truth and
won’t even be here to bear the brunt of my mistakes .
Learn from my ………….
Grandson - Yeah I get it Grandpa, no action is singular in effect and there will
always be a future which we must protect. We would be nowhere if our
ancestors did not work hard to make a world for us and now even when it is
hard we must do the same for the future. I’ve heard it so many times now . Don’t
beat yourself up though, we aren’t perfect but there is a future ahead and
maybe this generation or the next will get it right before. We look to the past
for experience but to the future to see what what we will make of it . I believe
plastics in the ocean, dead animals, and oil spills will happen but I also believe a
stand will be taken and I want to be part of it. Consider the line set here, and
no more annoying long stories .
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What We Can Do To Improve The Situation
Things we can do to help protect the oceans are simple things such
as using less plastic, always picking up after yourself, and using
less energy. Take reusable bags wherever you go, maintain a
reusable water bottle and utensils, cut back on your use of plastic
in your daily routine, and conserve water wherever possible. Educate
yourself about the products you use and what the proper way of

disposing yourself of them is. You can also support local
organizations that help our wildlife. Spreading the word comes at
hardly a cost, so as you strive to become educated on these issues
make sure to share the knowledge with those around you by
encouraging others to be more environmentally conscious as well.
Every little things counts.
~~~~~~~~~~~~
An Undeniable Responsibility
By Vanessa Villanueva
climate change is a matter of now
The effects are here
it is undeniable
yet we can work to minimize the chaos
work to protect those affected by the changes
we need to put the needs of our people
our morals
and our beliefs first
corporations have ran amok for too long
the consequences are here
the oil spill didn’t last a couple of days
the fracking hasn’t stopped
the factories continue to pollute the air we breath
all of these things have lingered
similarly to scars or bruises on our own skin
we are damaging our home
this planet is our only home

without it we have no sustenance
yet why haven’t we reflected upon this?
and for those who do reflect
what have you done for progress?
everything seems to go on
without more than a slap on the wrist
a promise from big money that they will do better next time
We cannot afford any more next times
our seasons have grown erratic
typhoons, hurricanes, floods, droughts
all have intensified
Yet the majority of us remain silent
climate change has become a censored subject
So it’s up to us to be loud
speak the truth without flinching
work to spread knowledge of our current reality
we may have inherited a dying planet
a society filled with obstacles in our path to a healthy environment
complete with leaders who are biased against our needs
however we cannot be like other generations
we must fight for our access to a thriving environment
yell our discontent from the rooftops
advocate for the environmental justice we deserve
after all
it seems it’s been left up to us
~~~~~~~~~~~~

The Products of our Lives
By: Victor Manuel Banuet III
The world we live in is very real
The life we live is absolute
Everything around us is genuine
Our sky our ocean all of the environment
All of its true
All of it is real
Our actions authentic
And reactions bona fide
But what is it that we do to pass the time
Do we bide
Or do we stride for the better
Neither
What we do
What we decide to occupy this time with
What we consciously set off to do
Is make the most out of our life
We try to have fun
But in the pursuit of happiness surely nothing bad occurs
There certainly isn’t any conflicts with others
There can’t be any negative consequence to just having a party
Surely simply living our lives can’t change what’s around us
But it can

Every action has something that must follow
It’s in these reactions where we can see
It’s where we look at what we humans can be
A force for good seems obvious and concrete
But the more we look the more we notice
We are anything but that force for good
There are clear by products to what we do
From a small party we amass an everest of mess
From the concrete on our street a forest be replaced
From the ocean in which we sail
Lies a mess which we adore
Driving animals to extinction
Just so we can indulge in our fiction

We ignore the real problems that erupt from what we do
We become discrete in what we do
We pretend it doesn’t matter what we do
We put on a show
We create spectacles of illusion
Just to live in our delusions
Pollution lies in our confusion
Pollution comes up from our lives
Going day by day
Don’t dare tell me that what I say

Be a truth without its meaning
Because the truth of it all
The truth of what we humans do
Is pollute and destroy
Just to enjoy some little toy
Or this or that
Gazing at those useless soon to be artifacts
When the fact is that
Each of your action has a reaction
A simple smoke ending in plastic in our beach
The trash thrown in our streets only to reach the ocean’s deep
Draining the lakes to wash your car
But don’t you see how far one small act goes to create all of these facts
Our sky starts to lose its color as we prepare for our summer
Road Trips cookouts Barbecues
Why is our vision so askew
We fail to realize
The real lies we tell ourselves
“It doesn't matter what we do
For what we are is already doomed”
But behind the person and past the lies
Lays a person who has yet to rise
It just takes one to start the trend
One to escape that blend
For the fight of our environment

To end the torment and lessen our dents
It only takes one person to stand up
One person to go off and build up an army of mistakes
Into an army which sees the stakes
It takes one to make a group
It takes one group to heal the wounds we have inflicted
It takes one collective to get us there
To work together to end all despair
So what are you doing to be this change
Just go out
Do what we must do
For this dream to shine through past the rain
You must go out and see the change.

